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ABOUT WWF
WWF India is committed to creating and demonstrating practical solutions that help conserve India’s ecosystems and rich biodiversity.  WWF India works 
towards finding science-based and sustainable solutions to address challenges at the interface of development and conservation. Today, with over 70 offices 
across 20 states, WWF India’s work spans across thematic areas including the conservation of key wildlife species and their habitats, management of rivers, 
wetlands and their ecosystems, climate change adaptation, driving sustainable solutions for business and agriculture, empowering local communities as 
stewards of conservation, combatting illegal wildlife trade and inspiring children and youth to take positive action for the environment through education and 
awareness programmes.

WWF-India’s Environment Education
Environment Education has been of the core part of the WWF India since its inception in 1969. It follows a three-pronged approach to build environmental 
awareness and knowledge, develop requisite capacity and skills, and enable action for conservation.The programmes continuously inform and empower the 
children, youth and citizens of India to act and create impact for a sustainable planet.

WWF India’s Environment education division has 5 flagship initiatives that reach out to diverse urban and rural audiences and aim to create a generation of 
critical thinkers, problem solvers and environmentally conscious individuals.

• Ek Prithvi – Build conservation leadership through education

• People for Planet – A platform for youth and citizens to volunteer for nature

• Wild Wisdom Quiz - India’s only International wildlife quiz.

• Nature Connect- An experiential learning programme to reconnect with nature

• One Planet Academy - A Digital Resource Centre for environment education
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FOREWORD THE MCOP VISION
The world is more connected 
than ever and today’s students are 
superbly skilled at leveraging the 
digital medium to learn and 
collaborate with like-minded people. 

While the task at hand might seem 
daunting, I look at it differently; I believe 
the current generation is immensely 
empowered and has what it takes to 
find a solution. 

By equipping our students with crucial 
life skills and providing them a platform 
to interact, we can prepare them better 
for the future that lies ahead of them. 
This was the inspiration behind the 
launch of the first MCOP in 2020 and 
after the resounding success of the 
conference, we, at WWF India hope to 
carry forward those learnings and delve 
deeper into addressing the issues at 
hand. In its second year, we wish to 
nurture students with a richer 
understanding of the international 
environmental governance processes 
and the complexities of policy-making. 

The focus now is to deliberate upon 
designing actionable plans that can 
translate into on-ground impact in the 
near future. I believe it is time that we 
pass on the baton to our youth and 
support them as they lead us on to the 
journey of becoming a more 
sustainable planet. 

Since its inception, WWF India has always believed 
that educating today’s students is a core aspect of 
strengthening our cause to reverse environmental 
degradation and restore our ecosystems. 

WWF India’s team of educators, conservationists 
and environmentalists have developed several 
programs for schools, teachers, students and 
citizens from every part of the country, to change 
attitudes towards environmental conservation at 
the grassroot level. 

For decades environment education has been 
limited to book-based knowledge but we believe 
that real impact comes from a combination of 
knowledge, skill building, on-ground exposure 
and action-oriented pedagogy. The concept of 
India’s first virtual  Model Conference of Parties 
(MCOP1) originated from the need to inculcate the 
skill of critical reasoning beyond the classroom. 

While the MCOP1 focused on introducing the youth 
to the role ofconventions like  CBD (Convention 
of Biological Diversity) in driving governments 
and businesses to take action towards building 
a  healthier planet, MCOP2, carries that passion 
forward to give them a platform to understand 
how countries build consensus on the international 
level and curate nuanced action plans to achieve 
ambitious targets with a tight timeline. 
WWF envisions that this will offer a platform to 
build crucial negotiation and problem-solving skills 
to build future negotiators. 

This initiative aligns with the post 2020 global 
biodiversity framework of CBD which emphasizes 
upon the need to sharpen the skills of our future 
generation in global environmental policymaking.

Never before has the involvement 
of our youth been more crucial in
the discussion of environmental 
conservation. I believe that they
have a lot of say about the well-being 
of their own future. It is time we 
recognise their role as equal 
stakeholders in furthering the cause 
of conservation action and work 
alongside them. I find this new 
generation of students to be vastly 
different from the rest; they aren’t 
afraid to dream big and find ways to 
transform their vision into reality. 

Stories of change from around the 
country are a testimony to how through 
ingenious use of technology, science,  
art and education, younger people are 
uniting and scaling their efforts to 
advocate for the dream of an inclusive 
planet. What sets them apart is their
access to information. 

Radhika Suri 
Director, Environment education, 

WWF India

Radhika Suri 
Director, Environment education, 

WWF India

 Vishaish Uppal
Director, Governance Law & Policy

 WWF India

Neha Raghav
Specialist, Content & Training 

Education, WWF India

Prashanth Vishwanath
Coordinator, Governance Law & Policy 

WWF India
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THE BACKGROUND
As the shadow of the ecological 
disruption continues to manifest in 
diverse forms, be it through natural 
calamities, zoonotic diseases or loss 
of species, it has provided a stark 
reminder of how increasing 
destruction of nature has catastrophic 
impacts not only on wildlife 
populations but also on human 
health and other aspects

of our lives, both economic or social. 

In 2021, we are closer to upsetting 
ecological “tipping points ‘’ and 
thresholds than at any point in 
recorded history of mankind. As 
the planet is continuing to warm up, 
there is an increased risk of triggering 
adverse events on  the planet. 

According to a study in 2019, more 
than 90% of the heat from global 
warming gets absorbed into the sea 
(D. Carrington et al), owing to this, large 
tracts of breathtaking coral ecosystems, 
which are the strongest indicators of 
“ocean health” are being bleached to 
colourless skeletons. 

This is the reality of all our ecosystems 
as a quarter of the species are at risk of 
extinction. 

While, for the past millions of years, 
our ecosystems have been remarkably 
resilient.

The failure of important elements 
within them is now reverberating and 
causing systemic collapse. How we,as a 
community, respond to this crisis will 
define our path in this century and 
beyond. 

Over the past decade, eminent 
organisations like the United Nations, 
Convention for biological diversity and 

World Economic Forum are increasingly 
shifting focus to sustainable 
development strategies and finding 
ways to reverse the damage done. 

One major step in this direction is 
CBD’s 2050 vision of “Living in 
harmony with nature”. Wherein 
organisations are partnering to search 
for innovative solutions to reduce the 
pressure on biodiversity, restore 
ecosystems and promote sustainable 
and equitable use of biological 
resources for all nations.

There is a growing consensus that 
we need to shift focus from urban 
solutions to nature-based solutions, 
that aim to safeguard and 
sustainably utilize natural ecosystems 
which, through millenia-old processes, 
can address societal challenges while 
improving human well-being and 
biodiversity health. 

Leaders today recognise that in order 
to develop this distant vision into an 
actionable plan, we need a group of 
dedicated individuals who can question 
our existing norms and imagine a way 
of life unimaginable by the current 
generations, and there is no group 
more suited for this  revolution than 
our youth and children.  

90% of
the heat 
from Global 
Warming gets 
absorbed into 
the sea.
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PROGRAM DESIGN
Greta Thunberg’s famous words,
 “Humanity is now standing at a 
crossroads. We must now decide which 
path we want to take. How do we want 
the future living conditions for all living 
species to be like?” set in motion the 
wheels of a global mass movement 
championed to save the planet. 

It inspired students and young 
professionals alike to research, 
educate and voice their views on 
climate change in their communities. 

Today’s climate movement is dynamic, 
decentralised, collaborative and most 
importantly, global. Armed with the 
immense power of technology and the 
internet, students from the remotest 
parts of the planet are connecting and 
sharing their stories for all to witness. 

In the past few years, voices rose from 
all parts of the world demanding 
policymakers to undertake 
immediate action towards building 
a sustainable and healthier planet. 

Recognising this, CBD (Convention of 
Biological Diversity) integrated 
representatives from Global Youth 
Biodiversity Network into the 
conference of parties to bolster youth 
voices. 

Inspired by this vision, in 2020, WWF 
India organised MCOP1 with a dream to 
provide a digital platform to the students 
of India to learn about global action and 
enrich them with skills that will be crucial 
in heading the climate conversations for 
decades to come. 

After the tremendous success of 
MCOP1, WWF India has partnered with 

• Ministry of Environment, Forest and 
Climate Change (MoEFCC) 

• National Biodiversity 
       Authority (NBA), 

• United Nations Development 
        Programme (UNDP)

• United Nations Environment 
        Programme (UNEP) 

• International Union for Conservation 
of Nature - Commission for Education 
and Communication (IUCN-CEC)

• Convention of Biological Diversity 
(CBD)

to carry the baton forward with Model 
Conferences of Parties-2.

After a rigorous and lengthy screening 
process across the nation, two students 
and a teacher were selected for the final 
MCOP2 conference from each of the 28 
states and 8 union territories. 

The MCOP2 focuses on turning 
commitments into actionable plans, 
so it is the ideal platform for them to 
enhance their skills of negotiation, 
problem solving, futuristic thinking 
and understand the complex process 
of making national-level environmental 
policies. 

The delegates got to attend four 
days of Pre-MCOP sessions, to 
allow them to interact with and learn 
from government representatives, 
experts on conservation, sustainable 
businesses, as well as grassroots-level 
organizations working in the field of 
environment. 

These insightful discussions prepared 
them for the final conference 
where they presented their state’s 
environmental interests and negotiated 
for a robust environmental planning 
policy and action plan. 

Keeping ongoing COVID-19 guidelines in 
mind, the delegates and teachers 

participated in an e-conference.  

At the MCOP2, the 
delegates aimed to achieve 
the following objectives: 

1. Understand the goals under 
    the Convention of Biological 
    Diversity’s Vision for 2030 

2. Design an actionable plan 
    to meet the 2030 targets 

3. Commit to taking individual 
    action
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DAY 1
SESSIONS THEME RESOURCE PERSONS

Welcome

Session - I
• ABOUT CBD COP - 

        An Introduction & Background

•   Dr. V B Mathur, Chairperson, NBA

Session - II
• RECAP MCOP I

• Hansika Nath, Secretary, Student Body 
MCOP1

• Saksham Pandey, Additional 
       Secretary, Student Body MCOP1

Session - III
• The Why, What and How of MCOP2

• Ms. Vishaish Uppal ,Director, Governance, 
Law and Policy, WWF India

The conference commenced with an invigorating welcome speech by Radhika Suri. She motivated the 
students to think innovatively and realise their potential as the agents of change. She stressed upon 
the need to stand up to the challenge of climate change and tackle it with sincerity and vigour. This was 
followed by an invigorating ice-breaker session, where students were broken into groups to come up 
with ways to make their city SMARTer and judiciously allocate from funds of INR 5Cr to the activities they 
decide are key to the cause.
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Introduction to CBD and COP   

In continuation to the smart city 
challenge, Dr. VB Mathur, interacted 
with delegates on their solutions and 
guided them to shift their focus from 
urban to nature-based solutions and 
explore how they could bring change 
at an individual level. 

He educated the students about the 
role of CBD in pushing the cause of 
biodiversity preservation, its origin 
and the function of its governance 
body - the COP. 

Dr. Mathur shared invaluable insights 
from his personal experience of 
negotiating at several COP conferences 
and stressed upon India’s role in 
negotiating for fair and equitable 
benefits to all. He urged delegates to 
use this platform to develop diplomatic 
skills and work with patience, 
perseverance and respect for all 
fellow members.

SESSION - I

Dr. VB Mathur, 
Chairperson, 
National Biodiversity Authority  
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 In Conversation with the MCOP 1 Student body  

The members of the current student 
body spoke to the delegates about their 
experience of working for the previous 
MCOP. Hansika spoke about the drive to 
achieve great things when you are united 
by a cause. 

Saksham reminded the delegates to pay 
close attention to the experts and learn 
from their years of on-ground experience 
to design a road map to drive real change. 

This ended with the reading of the 
Delhi declaration, which will be the 
foundation of the formulation of the 
action plans at the MCOP2.  

SESSION - II

Hansika Nath, 
Secretary, 
Student body MCOP1

Saksham Pandey, 
Additional secretary, 
Student body MCOP1
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The Why, What and How of MCOP2  

In this session, Ms. Vishaish Uppal 
highlighted the pressing need for a 
robust climate-action plan. 

She outlined a myriad of global issues 
as a result of biodiversity loss and 
threw light on the unequal burden 
faced by the poor and indigenous 
communities in the developing 
nations. 

She stressed upon the role of human 
action on the health of nature and the 
urgency to rethink our model of 
development, with a special focus 
on SDG pledges related to biodiversity 
loss. 

The session ended with an intense 
Q&A round from the delegates on 
ways to flatten the curve and the 
importance of individual action. 
 
Day 1 concluded with a challenge to 
the delegates to identify a compelling 
personal goal based on the three main 
goals of the MCOP conference and 
enumerate what actions they will take 
to meet it.

SESSION - III

Ms. Vishaish Uppal,  
Director, Governance, 
Law and Policy, WWF India
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DAY 2
SESSIONS             THEME RESOURCE PERSONS

Session - IV 
• Our Commitments • Ms. Aparna Mathur, Leadership Coach, 

Trimtab

Session - V
• Setting SMART Action Plans • Ms. Neha Raghav & Prashant 

Vishwanath, WWF India

Session - VI A

• 

•  The Art of Negotiation & Advocacy

• 
• Ms. Lin Li, Director, Global Policy & 
       Advocacy, WWF International 

Session - VI B
• India and CBD Negotiations • Dr S. Kerketta, Advisor MOEFCC

Grouping of Delegates 
and evaluating 

action plans 

• Prashant Vishwanath, Neha Raghav, 
Farmeen Mistry, Annesha Lahiri, S. 
Saravanan, Farida Tampal, Chetna Singh 
Kaith,  WWF India

The focus of Day 2 of the conference was on developing critical thinking and negotiating skills. The sessions covered 
designing SMART goals, the art of negotiation and India’s role in the CBD.
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Commitments and Setting up a SMART Goal 

She began her session with an 
intriguing discussion on the 
immense capability of each citizen 
potential to change and emphasized 
that we need to set up ambitious 
goals for ourselves to tackle this 
imminent crisis. 
She further enumerated the three 
main principles of setting an 
action-oriented SMART goals 
through COP: 

• Clear expectations for an 
       achievable and measurable 
       road map.

• Ownership to ensure 
        interdependencies are 
        factored in Publicize 

• or announce on a public 
        platform to ensure 
        accountability. 

It was a rich and engaging 
conversation with the student 
delegates about the power of 
setting up SMART action plans 
and ensuring they stay committed 
to it , especially when the goal is as 
challenging as climate change.   

SESSION - IV
Ms. Aparna Mathur , 
Leadership Coach, 
Trimtab
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Setting SMART Actions 
Carrying on the learnings from the 
previous session, Prashant and Neha 
held a brief session on initiating  the task 
that lay ahead of  the delegates. 

The delegates were informed about the 
three overarching goals of MCOP2 and 
the two targets identified under each goal 
of MCOP2. 

The Targets identified are as follow:

Target 1A - Conserve at least 30% of all 
types of wetlands through public 
awareness, collective action and 
effective implementation of regulations 
by 2025.

Target 1B - Adoption of sustainable 
groundwater use framework by involving 
private, government, and civil society 
stakeholders by 2025.

Target 2A - By 2025, implement 
effective incentives to ensure adoption 
of renewable energy in at least 30% of 
households, industries, and 
municipalities.

Target 2B - By 2025, achieve zero single 
use plastics throughout the country.

Target 3A - By 2022, roll out education 
on traditional practices of nature 
conservation (plants, water, soil) in at 
least 50% schools throughout India.

Target 3B - By 2022, include environment 
and health education compulsorily in the 
school curriculum beginning from 
elementary levels in all schools. 
 

SESSION - V
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Delegates were divided into 6 groups, 
each group framing the action plan 
in the coming days of MCOP for one 
of the targets mentioned above. They 
walked the delegates through the 4 
main steps to action planning-  Who 
will do it, How will it be done, When 
should it be achieved and How will 
progress be measured.  
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Art of Negotiation and Advocacy

This session focused on polishing 
negotiation skills that would play a 
crucial role for the delegates in the 
days ahead. 

To address this session we had Dr. Lin 
Li from WWF International. With over 
20 years of experience in advocacy 
and negotiations, 

Dr. Lin started her session by 
explaining the pivotal role that
negotiations play in the COP in 
consensus building. She educated the 
delegates about the innumerous 
challenges representatives face when 
debating the use of global commons 
and how countries work their way 
through suggestions and oppositions 
to reach a goal that benefits all. She 
touched upon the need for sound 
advocacy that educates the 
community and is driven by 
scientific evidence to drive the 
agenda.

She closed her session by sharing 
some key insights on what it takes to 
be a skilled negotiator, namely, 
interdisciplinary knowledge, 
respecting all opinions and staying 
focused on the priorities.  

SESSION - VI A
Dr. Lin, Director, 
Global Policy & Advocacy, 
WWF International
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India and CBD Negotiations   

The final session for the day was to 
educate delegates about the roles 
and achievements of India as a 
member of CBD. Dr. S. Kerketta 
highlighted India’s  pivotal role in 
steering resolutions, negotiating for 
protecting biodiversity, facilitating 
scientific cooperation amongst 
member nations, sharing crucial 
technology and protecting the 
interests of indigenouscommunities. 

He proudly informed the delegates 
that India is one of the few nations 
upholding the “2050 vision of living 
in harmony with nature” and has 
multiple forest and marine projects 
that have achieved 27% of 
protected area as of 2021. 

The session left the delegates 
enthusiastic to research about the 
conservation projects in their states. 
The delegates were finally divided into 
6 groups to work on the action plan 
for their respective target and were 
prepared to gear up for deliberations 
upon their action plans in the coming 
days.

SESSION - VI B
Dr. S. Kerketta, 
Advisor,
MOEFCC and National Focal 
Point, CBD
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DAY 3
SESSIONS              THEME RESOURCE PERSONS

Session - VII • From the Diary of Experiences at COPs • Mr. Hem Pande, Former Secretary, GOI

Session - VIII

• Deliberations and 

        Negotiations on the action  

        plans in 3 groups

• Tabling of Action Plans to the Jury  

        and finalising the action plan based 

        on recommendations

Facilitated by Neha Raghav with 6 group coordinators

- Prashant Vishwanath
- Neha Raghav
- Farmeen Mistry
- Annesha Lahiri &  S. Saravanan
- Chetna Singh Kaith
- Farida Tampal
                WWF India

Jury 

• Dr. Abhishek Ghoshal, Wildlife ecologist, UNDP
 
• Ms Gayatri Raghwa, Environment Education Consultant, UNEP
 
• Dr. Chong Shimray, Assistant Professor, NCERT
 
• Ms. Vidya Soundarajan, Director Ecological Footprint, WWF India
 
• Mr. Yash Magan Sethia, Director Wildlife and Habitats, WWF India
 
• Ms. Ambika Sharma, Associate Program Director, WWF India
 
• Dr. Suchismita Mukhopadhyay, Associate Director, Climate Change 

and RE, WWF India
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Experience at COP  

To prepare the delegates for the day 
ahead, Mr. Hem Pande shared his 
learnings about time-bound 
negotiations and building 
consensus. 

With 8 years of experience in the 
environment ministry and hosting the 
COP 2012 in Hyderabad, he shared 
innumerous fascinating stories about 
thriving under pressure and the 
perseverance it takes to ratify a 
resolution. 

He spoke about India’s vital role in 
ratifying the Nagoya protocol in 2014, 
to share the benefits arising from the 
utilization of genetic resources in a fair 
and equitable way for all nations. 

He encouraged the delegates to learn 
more about diplomatic, political, 
implementation challenges that one 
faces when building consensus. 

He reminded the delegates that real 
change is only possible when we walk 
the talk, so now is the time to act on 
our commitments. 

SESSION - VII
Mr. Hem Pande, 
Former Secretary, 
Government of India
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Deliberations and Presenting to the Jury  SESSION - VIII
Following Mr. Pande’s lecture, 
delegates were broken into their 
respective breakout rooms and given 
30 minutes to examine and deliberate 
upon each state’s action plans to meet 
the target assigned to the group. 

Each presentation was followed by 
questions and suggestions about the 
viability and technical oversights in the 
plan. With assistance from the group 
coordinators, ideas were finally 
integrated and they curated the top 
3 SMARTest action plans . 

After polishing their proposals to make 
them crisper and smarter, the group 
selected a presenter through 
consensus and  delegates assembled 
back to meet the jury for their critical 
analysis.  
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JURY MEMBERS

• Dr. Abhishek Ghoshal 
       Wildlife ecologist, UNDP

• Ms. Gayatri Raghwa, 
       Environment Education 
       Consultant, UNEP

• Dr. Chong Shimray, 
       Assistant Professor, NCERT

• Mr. Yash Magan Sethia, 
       Director Wildlife and Habitats, 
       WWF India

• Ms. Ambika Sharma, 
       Associate Program Director, 
       WWF India

• Dr. Suchismita Mukhopadhyay, 
Associate Director, Climate Change 
and RE, WWF India

The  jury launched into an intense 90 
minutes session with the delegates to 
provide recommendations and critique on 
each action plan. The jury, consisting of 
brilliant experts from every branch of 
environmental sciences, brought 
decades of on-ground knowledge, to give 
crucial insights regarding the plans. 

They directed the delegates to focus 
on realistic achievements backed by 
well-researched program design, 
understanding government 
framework and citizen participation. 

The ultimate message of the jury 
resonated was to shift the focus of 
environmental conservation to 
measurable individual action.  

Armed with newfound knowledge and 
encouragement, the delegates joined 
their respective groups to incorporate 
the jury’s nuanced recommendations 
and refine their action plans for the 
final presentation on day 4.  
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DAY 4
SESSIONS          THEME RESOURCE PERSONS

Session - IX • Final Action Plan • Presentations by Group Leaders

Session - X

• Youth for Biodiversity 

        Conservation- Avenues for    

        Action

• Ms. Radhika Suri, Director WWF India
• Ms. Neha Raghav, Senior Manager, WWF India
• Mr. Prashanth Vishwanath, Coordinator- 
       Governance, Law and Policy, WWF-India

Session - XI • Conclusion and  MCOP 2 Way 

forward

• Ms. Chantal Robichaud, Associate Programme 
       Management Officer, Global Youth Focal Point, 
       CBD

Reflections
• Student Delegates and teachers 
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Tabling the Final 2 Action Plans 

Incorporating all their learnings from the enlightening pre-MCOP sessions and inputs from the jury, each group revised and merged their plans into 2 final action plans with a 
robust mid-term implementable strategy. 

Each group tabled the plans to the internal Jury, headed by Ms. Radhika Suri and other group coordinators. With fresh inputs and discussions, the jury further helped the 
groups to streamline the plans for review by the various WWF experts on the feasibility and impact. 

SESSION - IX

GOAL-1 NO LOSS TO BIODIVERSITY AND ECOSYSTEMS.
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GOAL-2  REDUCE FOOTPRINT BY 50% GOAL-3 EQUITABLE SHARING OF NATURE’S 
BENEFIT TO ALL. 
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Ms. Chantal Robichaud joined the 
conference from Montreal to speak to 
the delegates about the various youth 
action programs run in association with 
the CBD, especially the Global Youth 
biodiversity Network that aims at 
connecting, educating and building 
capacity across the globe, she further 
encouraged them to initiate effort at an 
individual level and be the voice of their 
community. 

This was followed by a Q&A session 
with the delegates where  they 
enquired about the ways they 
could join the efforts of Global 
Youth Biodiversity Network (GYBN). 

Impressed by this, Ms. Chantal shared 
several resources as a way to join the 
national chapter and connected the 
delegates to the India head for CBD 
COP to lead themforward on this path.    

Youth for Biodiversity Conservation SESSION - X
Ms. Chantal Robichaud, 
Associate Programme 
Management Officer & 
Youth Focal Point, CBD
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Ms. Radhika Suri closed the 
pre-MCOP sessions with a heartfelt 
message. 

She shared the commitments set 
in MCOP-1 and discussed the action 
plan laid out to uphold each one. 
The delegates enthusiastically agreed 
to implementing them in their homes. 

Impressed by how far the delegation 
had come, she congratulated each 
student on their dedication and 
growth and urged them to use such 
opportunities to break out from silos 
and collaborate with students from 
all backgrounds of life. 

In continuation, she said that each 
person has their unique journey and 
they must keep the passion burning 
to take this vision to completion. 

Delegates were then informed 
about the student body elections 
that would soon follow and 
subsequent meetings to translate 
the action plans on-ground. 

Concluding Remarks and the Way Forward SESSION - XI
Ms. Radhika Suri,
Director - Education,
WWF India  
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The evening ended with delegates 
sharing their experiences, takeaways 
and how they go back as changed 
individuals, more motivated than ever 
to give back to nature.   
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FINAL DAY
              SESSIONS RESOURCE PERSONS

           MCOP - Recap • Ms. Radhika Suri, Director, Education, WWF India 

           Keynote address • Ms. B V Uma Devi, Additional Secretary,MoEFCC

           Plenary 1 • Dr. Aleksey Zavarzin, CEC Regional Vice-Chair, ECARO 
• Dr. Ashok Khosla, Founder, Development Alternatives
• Ms. Vishaish Uppal, Director- WWF India

            Nature song • SOS by kids

           Plenary 2
• Mr. Anurag Pratap, Vice President, Digital Inclusion & Sustainability Leader, 

Capgemini India
• Ms. Mari Nishimura, Associate Programme Management Officer, UNEP
• Ms. Prachi Shevgaonkar, Founder, Cool The Globe app
• Moderated by Ms. Vidya Soundarajan, Director, Ecological Footprint, WWF 

India

           Keynote address • Ms. Elizabeth Maruma Mrema  , Executive Secretary, Secretariat of the CBD

           Message from the 
           Leaders 

• Dr. VB Mathur, Chairperson, National Biodiversity Authority of India
• Mr. Ravi Singh, SG & CEO, WWF India
• Mr. Balakrishna Pisupati, Head of Biodiversity, Land and Governance 
       Programme with Division of Environmental Law and Conventions, UNEP
• Mr. Anurag Pratap, Vice President, Digital Inclusion & Sustainability Leader, 

Capgemini India
• Mr. Atul Bagai, Country Head, UNEP
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Ms. Radhika Suri commenced by 
congratulating each and every student 
for participating with such zeal and 
fervour and through a light hearted 
conversation with Shatakshi, a young 
delegate from Gujarat, she recapitulated 
the journey from 7th to 10th. 

They discussed the innumerous 
lessons the delegates learnt in the past 
few days and the vision they carry 
forward. 

She urged the delegates to not deter 
from their path and strive to change 
their relationship with nature. She 
asked them to put their knowledge 
of technology and access to the 
digital medium to create a more 
compassionate and equitable 
world for all. 

I.  MCOP - Recap 
Ms. Radhika Suri, 
Director, Education, 
WWF India 
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After congratulating the team for 
hosting yet another brilliant event, 
she addressed the delegates on the 
importance of youth participation and 
indiginous communities in striking the 
balance between conservation 
and development. 

She spoke about the need to turn to 
nature-based planning and remarked 
on the innumerous leaders working 
tirelessly to champion the cause. 

She emphasized that given India’s 
impact on a global scale, it is the 
constitutional duty of every citizen 
to protect and improve their immediate 
environment and work towards a new 
deal to protect nature, as sustainability 
is our only hope for a brighter future.  

II. Keynote address 
Ms. B V Uma Devi, 
Additional Secretary,
MoEFCC
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III. Plenary 1   
The discussion moderated by Vishaish 
Uppal, Director- WWF India, was based 
on how critical nature conservation is for 
achieving sustainable development and 
vice-versa. 

On the panel were eminent 
personalities:

Dr. Aleksey Zavarzin, CEC Regional 
Vice-Chair ECARO

Dr. Ashok Khosla, Founder,
Development Alternatives
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IV. Nature song 
After an illuminating session, there 
awaited a surprise performance for 
the attendees. SOS by kids is a group 
of young talented musicians, 
founded by Sim and Noah, to appeal 
for a greener future through the power 
of music. They sent a special message 
for the delegates at the conference and 

Dr. Aleksey Zavarzin’s lecture focused 
on a rather untouched topic - Plant 
biodiversity. He discussed the need 
for more widespread research and 
policies in protecting plant diversity. 

Plant genetic differences sustain life 
in various forms and as we continue 
to lose more species, it threatens our 
existence. 

To restore it, we must do the 
following : 
  
• Use a combination of both in-situ 

and ex-situ techniques.

• Understand the science of diverse 
        genetic mechanisms.

• Identify and  preserve natural 
       ecosystems. 

Dr. Ashok Khosla began by highlighting 
the critical function that plant and animal 
biodiversity play in our survival and the 
innumerous man-made problems, in the 
name of increased efficiency, that now 
threaten to disturb the ecological 
balance. 

He said there is a need to reassess the 
misleading notion that economic 
development can only happen at the 
cost of environmental protection. 

In reality, our ecosystems sustain all life 
and are our primary source of food,
medicine, shelter, economic and 
social-well being.

He conveyed that each one of us is 
responsible for our own actions to 
reduce the burden of biodiversity loss. 

Regional vice-chair for Eastern Europe and 
Central Asia, IUCN CEC

Founder, Development Alternatives

delivered an empowering and 
mesmerising rendition of the song 
‘We shall overcome’ that had a special 
touch to it as the kids sang in both 
English and Hindi. 

Dr. Aleksey Zavarzin, 
CEC Regional Vice-Chair, ECARO

Dr. Ashok Khosla, 
Founder, Development Alternatives 
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V. Plenary 2 
The second plenary, moderated by 
Ms. Vidya Soundarajan, Director, 
Ecological Footprint, WWF India 
was on the theme ‘We are a part of 
the Solution’. 

The panelists drew learnings from their 
experiences to educate eco-warriors 
about how consumers, businesses  
and policies are changing to attain 
sustainable development goals. 
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With an experience of over 24 
years heading corporate social 
responsibility for various 
corporations, Mr. Anurag Pratap 
reflected how there has been a 
drastic transformation in the 
attitudes of business owners 
towards sustainable practices 
and product design. 

They have realised that investing 
in greener technology is not just 
morally right but also translates into 
huge economic gains, and credit for 
this paradigm shift must be given to 
today’s enlightened consumers. 

Questions about sustainable 
production have now found voices 
in the mainstream and revolutionized 
the boardroom discourse.

He ended by noting that if we take 
one learning from the session it 
should be to handover a better 
planet to the next generation.  

Ms. Mari Nishimura’s lecture focused 
on the need to shift from a linear 
economic model to circular economy 
to meet SDG goals. 

She explained that we the vision of a 
greener economy is achievable only 
if the following happen: 

• Introduction of greener jobs into 
the market and reskilling of the 
job force to open those rofessional 
pathways. 

• Involvement of skilled youth and 
       empowered women 

• Use of the digital revolution and 
cross-sectoral collaborations 

She emphasised on India’s impact on 
the global level owing to its booming 
young population and resource-rich 
geography. 

Ms. Prachi Shevgaonkar narrated 
how a candid conversation with a 
young boy inspired her to explore 
what she could do as an individual to 
tackle climate change. 

She, along with her family, began 
the quest to reduce their carbon 
footprint.  

Over time, it turned into a movement 
and she launched ‘Cool The Globe’ 
app which allows people from all 
over the world to work together to 
decrease their carbon footprint. 

Vice President, Digital Inclusion &
Sustainability Leader, Capegemini India

Founder, Cool The Globe
Ms. Mari Nishimura

Association Programme
Management Officer, UNEP

Ms. Prachi Shevgaonkar 
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VI. Keynote address 
Ms. Elizabeth Maruma Mrema sent a 
touching letter to the delegates 
motivating them to raise their voice 
for the greater good and prepare 
themselves for the role of the future 
change-makers. The letter was read out 
to the delegates by Ms. Neha Raghav of  
WWF India.  
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VII. Message from the Leaders 
As the conference was coming to an 
end, Ms. Radhika Suri invited the 
esteemed guest panel to share a few 
words of wisdom with the delegates. 

The guests wholeheartedly 
congratulated the delegates on their 
fantastic work. 

The guests admired how the students 
could formulate action plans so 
strongly anchored to real and 
achievable commitments in merely 
5 days.
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Dr. VB Mathur mentioned how thoroughly impressed he was by the commendable 
transformation of the delegates over the course of the conference and assured them 
that if they keep on working with dedication, they will see a much brighter future. 

Mr. Balakrishna Pisupati added that the strongest voice is always that of the youth. 
He stressed that true knowledge lies in experiential learning and hence they must follow 
through with their commitments. 

Mr. Anurag Pratap lauded the efforts by the delegates to transform environmental 
conservation from a mere rhetoric to a critical and vital action plan. He motivated the 
delegates to read extensively, educate themselves and boldly ask difficult questions. 

Mr. Atul Bagai expressed that while he feels apprehensive of the condition our planet 
is in today, the efforts of today’s youth have reinstated his faith in the future and he 
believes that by engaging in more such conversations we can carry this clarion call far 
and wide. 

Mr. Ravi Singh thanked each delegate for presenting with such direction and clarity, 
and on reinstating the faith in each person present to keep moving forward. He was 
inspired to see voices across the country unify and the evolving mindset of today’s 
youth. He encouraged students to get moving and explore the world around them, to 
step back into nature and connect with the unique biodiversity of their area. 

He emphasised that we must realise our role as the protectors of all animal kingdom 
and on journey to change we must imbibe the immense knowledge of our forefathers. 
He assured them that he firmly believes the youth voices will change mindsets and we 
shall see our world change for the better. 

And with the final note of thanks for each and every person involved in making it a 
success, MCOP2 came to an end. 

Chairman, NBA Head of Biodiversity, Land and 
Governance Programme, UNEP

Vice President, Digital Inclusion &
Sustainability Leader, Capegemini India

Head India Country Office, UNEP

SG and CEO, WWF India
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DELHI DECLARATION
A noteworthy outcome of the Model 
Conference of Parties (MCoP 1) in 2020 was 
the MCOP Delhi Declaration. 

The Delhi Declaration covered the National 
Priority Areas, the deliberations and 
negotiations on Targets under each priority 
area and the Recommendations by the young 
Student delegates. 

WWF India, along with the Student Delegates, 
shared the Delhi Declaration with the central 
and the state government bodies, the MCOP 
partners and the school administrations.

In MCoP 2, the student delegates relooked at 
the Delhi Declaration, shortlisted 6 Targets 
and presented their Student Action Plan. 
They also took a pledge to adhere to their 
commitments and their action plan in 2021. 
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THE COMMITMENTS
1. To reconnect, explore and experience the 
natural world.  
#1- We will dedicate 2 hours every week 
observing nature around and journaling it.

#2- We will read at least 1 book about 
nature every month and discuss it with my 
friends.

2. We all commit to adopt eco-friendly 
habits and a sustainable lifestyle. 

#1 We will conduct a home audit with my 
family and promise to be a sustainable 
home by practicing waste segregation, its 
safe disposal, minimizing wastage of food, 
water and energy. 

3. We all commit to take individual 
actions at our schools and community 
level to protect the planet.
#1- We will convince my school authorities, 
RWA and local community to plant native 
trees, celebrate environmental days and 
clean up drives.

#2- We will convince our school principal to 
make our school a green school.

4. We all commit to enhance our 
knowledge, values and skills to 
protect and find solutions to 
environment issues now and in the 
future.
#1- We will subscribe to articles, 
newsletters, nature magazines and 
scientific papers on biodiversity and 
ecosystem restoration.

#2- We will complete an online course on an 
environment related topic.

5. We all commit to spread awareness 
and influence the behavior and attitude 
of friends & peers towards nature. 

#1- We will organize a seminar or session 
with experts for people in my locality or 
school.

#2- We will use digital tools to build a 
community of nature lovers and 
collaborate with them to run a 
campaign for nature conservation.

6. We all commit to adopt good tradition 
and practices in our daily lives at school 
and houses. 

#1- We will practice 5 Rs - Refuse, Reuse, 
Reduce, Repair and Recycle in our everyday 
life at home or at school.

7. We ‘the agents of change’ as 
recognized by the UN General assembly, 
commit to actively support the 
Sustainable Development Goals. 

#1- We will become a voice for the planet 
at every platform.

8. We all commit to become 
conservation leaders and support 
the work of local government bodies 
towards protection and conservation of 
Biodiversity.  
#1- We will stay updated about 
conservation projects/programmes run by 
local bodies and participate in them to the 
best of my ability.

The student delegates of the MCOP2, pledged the following 
commitments and actions:
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MCOP2 TARGETS

 
TARGETS TOWARDS CONSERVATION OF ECOSYSTEMS 

• Conserve at least 30% of all types of wetlands through public awareness, collective action and effective implementation of regulations by 2025. 

• By 2025, reduce the pollution load in wetlands by 20% through treating waste from industries 

• By 2025, restoration of 30% of degraded wetlands by removing invasive species, reducing pollution and damage due to construction and
      illegal activities. 

• By 2025, improve groundwater replenishment rate by 30% (from 2020 levels) with implementing effective measures for rain water harvesting and wetland 
       conservation. 

• By 2025, reduce damage to natural aquifers from over extraction of water and chemical intensive agriculture by at least 20%. 

• Adoption of sustainable groundwater use framework by involving private, government, and civil society stakeholders by 2021. 

• Restore the forest cover to at least 25% by 2025 with participation of all stakeholders. 

• Conserve forests and reduce over-exploitation of forest resources by 30% by 2022. 9. By 2025, increase by 20% the population of these key species of India and 
conserve their natural habitats. 

• Where required, promote reintroduction of endangered species into suitable habitats and landscapes.

• By 2022, prevent frequent forest fires, effect of infrastructure, mining and industries on the habitats of these key species.

• Ensure conservation of all wildlife habitats of key species natural regeneration, rejuvenation and restoration as needed. 

Out of the 30 Targets created in 2020, the student delegates built their action plan on Six shortlisted Targets this year. The shortlisted targets are highlighted in the 
following tables :
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TARGETS TOWARDS REDUCING HUMAN FOOTPRINT ON NATURE 

• By 2025, implement effective incentives to ensure adoption of renewable energy in at least 30% of households, industries, and municipalities.

• Invest in the development of renewable energy options to ensure 25% of the country’s energy is generated from renewable sources by 2022. 

• By 2021, conduct analysis of 100% agriculture land for scope of the organic farming methods through modern technology. 

• By 2025, 20% farmers adopt more modern, scientific, sustainable ways of farming like drip irrigation, rain water harvesting and wastewater reuse. 

• By 2025, achieve zero single use plastics throughout the country. 

• Undertake a national campaign under Swachh Bharat Mission to clean up plastics from our public spaces in every district by 2025.  
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      TARGETS TOWARDS ENSURING NATURE’S BENEFITS TO PEOPLE BY 2025 

• Achieve smart and sustainable disposal mechanisms for dry waste by all stakeholders to reduce greenhouse gases emissions caused by burning waste from 
       landfills and agricultural waste by 50% till 2025. 

• Mandate 100% CNG vehicles in public transport and achieve effective rollout of BS-6 norms in private vehicles. 

• Reduce private vehicles on road by 25% through an addition of 20% more public transport and achieve 15% electric vehicles, and better NMT infrastructure for 
walking and cycling on roads by 2025. 

• By 2025, conserve 100 endangered endemic species of plants by leveraging traditional knowledge across India. 

• By 2022, roll out education on traditional practices of nature conservation (plants, water, soil) in at least 50% schools throughout India. 

• By 2025, restore urban biodiversity in at least 40% of community parks and green areas with the help of local bodies. 

• By 2022, include environment and health education compulsorily in the school curriculum beginning from elementary levels in all schools. 

• By 2025, empower at least 30% of village panchayats to conserve their local fauna and flora. 

• Provide incentives to Panchayats which adopt sustainable agricultural practices with immediate effect to ensure at least 20% of Panchayats to uptake and 
       implement. 

• Promote technology enabled large scale removal and recycling of invasive species from 10 priority land/river and seascapes. 

• Achieve an overall reduction of 50% invasive species through adoption of diverse mitigation measures. 

• Set up exclusive markets mandatorily for local and native food grains in each district.

• Promote seed banks and offer minimum support price for traditional food crops in at least 10 Indian states by 2025.
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STUDENT ACTION PLANS

Protecting 12 Wetlands by creating 
a remedial action plan and raising 
awareness on the importance of 
wetlands in 5 schools and 2 RWAs in 
the vicinity of the wetlands.

Nov 21 
 

Sept 21
 

March- 22
 

April-22

• Conduct a research on the 12 
identified wetlands. Make a 
list of issues, its causes and a 
remedial plan in consultation 
with experts.

 
• Conduct 3 awareness drives 

(real/virtual)- in the schools 
and 2 RWAs on importance of 
conserving wetlands

• Design 10 informative 
        hoardings on the local flora     
        and fauna specific to the 
        wetland in two local wetlands 

• Take high school students on 
a ‘wetland walk’ with an expert 
(real/virtual) and introduce the 
local biodiversity to them.

• Start the hashtag #our 
        ‘Wetland Mitra’ on Facebook 
        and Instagram, and post 
        pictures + videos of the 
        wetland. Record a podcast for 
        WWF India’s podcast series 
       ‘Panda Speaks’.

• High school students in 
        consultation with wetland 
        experts, local NGO/Forest 
        Department Nearby housing 
        societies and schools.

• Student volunteers with 
        wetland expert

• Student Volunteers with 
        wetland owner/management 

• Eco club, with expert from WWF

• Increase in awareness with a 
       before and after questionnaire

• Number of informative 
        resources designed 

• Number of students that took 
part in wetland walks and 

        number of walks.

• SM followers, subscribers 

How will progress be 
measured?

ACTION HOW ? WHO ? WHEN?

Target 1A– Conserve at least 30% of all types of wetlands through public awareness, collective action and effective 
                      implementation of regulations by 2025.
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To reduce water wastage, surface 
runoff and improve water 
percolation in two localities. 

July, 2021-Sep, 
2021 
   

Nov-Dec 2021
  

Oct-Nov 2021
 
 

Jan-Feb 2022 

• Research on the problem of 
water wastage leading to 

        water crisis in consultation 
        with an expert. 

• Identify leaking taps, pipes and 
water tanks in the two localities 
& list possible 

        solutions for the same.    
       Communicate the solutions to  
       the responsible individuals.

• Conduct event ‘every drop 
counts’ (real/virtual) and raise 
awareness on preventing water 
wastage

• Speak to the local municipality 
to implement identified 

        solutions to reduce surface 
        runoff.  

• All interested students along 
with Eco club and residents of 
the RWA.

•  Eco club with residents

• High school sstudents with 
expert 

 

• Student representatives with 
school management and RWA 
head

• The Information documented. 

• No. of leaking taps, pipes and 
water tanks identified.

• No. of solutions to reduce 
        runoff implemented

How will progress be 
measured?ACTION HOW ? WHO ? WHEN?

Target 1B– Adoption of sustainable groundwater use framework by involving private, government, and civil society 
                      stakeholders by 2025.
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Enable adoption of renewable 
energy in 2 identified locations.

July,2021-
September,2021 

Jan-Feb 2022 
      

Nov-Dec 2022

Last two weeks 
of August 2022 

• Research on the resources 
required to set up solar street 
lighting in rural locations by 

        collaborating with an NGO.

• Conduct a social media 
        campaign on renewable 
        energy around National 
        Renewable Energy Day
        (20 Aug) with a hashtag 
        #ChangeToLive 

• Conduct a survey of community 
spaces in 1 urban and 1 rural 

        location to find out the need for 
        a renewable energy system 
        (solar water heater, solar 
        cooker, solar lighting etc.)

• Identification of 2 locations 
        (1 urban and 1 rural) to 
        introduce Renewable Energy 
        to them.

• High school students

• Eco club with NGO

• High school students in 
        partnership with local NGO 
        and management of 
        community center
 

• Eco club

• Amount of reduction in power 
consumption where Renewable 
Energy systems are installed

• Number of locations 
        identified. 

• Reduction in power 
        consumption in the locations 
        of RE system installation

How will progress be 
measured?

ACTION HOW ? WHO ? WHEN?

Target 2A– By 2025, implement effective incentives to ensure adoption of renewable energy in at least 30% of households,    
                      industries, and municipalities.
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To reduce, and replace single use 
plastics with ecofriendly materials in 
two locations. 

July 2021

August 2021

November 2021

April 2022

December 2021

Jan- 2022

March 2022

• Research to understand issues 
with disposal of different grades 
of plastic.

• Identification of 2 locations 
        (1 residential, 1 commercial) 
        that are heavily polluted and 
        collect information about 
        them through desktop 
        research and remote survey 
        of the locals.
• Conduct training (online/offline) 

for the local residents and 
        markets in both locations on 
        ways to reduce plastic use.
• Get local craftspeople/ tailors/

self to make eco friendly 
        carry-bags and get 
        neighborhood shops to 
        purchase them. 
• Hold online training session for 

high school pupils on making 
carry bags from old clothes

• Put up 5 ‘avoid plastic’ sign 
boards in the commercial 
location 

• Get hawkers and neighborhood 
shops in residential location to 
not provide plastic bags. (Put 
Placards promoting no bag 
policy)

• Science Club with support from 
Teachers

• Science Club 

• Student Volunteers with expert 

• Eco club with RWA

• Arts club with trainer

• Eco club with NGO

• High school students with RWA

• Amount of plastic waste 
        collected from these locations 
        by municipal collection vans
• Types of different eco friendly 
        carry-bags that people use in 
        these locations

• Number of vendors who 
switched to eco friendly carry 
bags.

How will progress be 
measured?

ACTION HOW ? WHO ? WHEN?

Target 2B– By 2025, achieve zero single use plastics throughout the country.
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Develop an Educational 
programme on traditional 
practices in 50 schools. 

2nd week of July 2021     
 

Mid-August 2021    

September 2021    

Nov-Dec 2021 (As 
schools open)   

Dec 2021 – Jan 2022

• Conduct a research to collate 
and document information 
on traditional practices across 
the country in urban and rural 
regions and document it as a 
publication. 

• Develop and collate visual 
communication materials like 
posters, storytelling, power 
point presentation, school 

        magazines based on the 
        information collected in Point  
        no. 1.  
• Conduct (If needed 
        virtual) school assemblies,    
       inter-school awareness 
       campaigns, field visits to 
       understand traditional 
       conservation methods to 
       bring back traditional 
       practices that includes 
       planting trees etc.
• Use music and art traditions to 

talk about traditional
        conservation practices and 
        invite elders to school to 
        interact with students on 
        the topic.  

• Higher secondary students, 
Head of the school  

• School Eco-Club Members   

• Teachers and School Editorial 
team and local journalists  

• Students with coordination of 
teachers 

• School ‘s Art & Music clubs

• Documentation of traditional 
practices for conservation in 
urban and rural spaces. 

• Number of schools where the 
programme was launched.   

• No. of resources developed on 
traditional practices.

• No. of students involved in the 
campaign /programmes.  

• No. of practices adopted. 

How will progress be 
measured?

ACTION HOW ? WHO ? WHEN?

Target 3A – By 2022, roll out education on traditional practices of nature conservation (plants, water, soil) in at least 50% 
                       schools throughout India
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Incorporating environmental and 
health education compulsorily in 
school curriculum by 2022 by 
identifying the gaps in achieving the 
goals of EE.  

July- Aug 2021.  

August 2021.  

Sept. 2021 

•  Research and analysis of 
the available resources and 
Global, National and State level 
schemes for environment and 
health education at 

        elementary level. Include 
        resources on linkages between 
        human and environmental 
        health and measures for relief 
        included in the curriculum.
• Prepare and conduct a virtual 

school survey/audit on 
        implementation of govt. 
        schemes for EE and Health 
        education in schools in 30 
        schools in their state.
• Prepare a list of the gaps in the 

implementation of health and 
environment education in 

        these schools and make a 
        list of corresponding 
        recommendations for the 
        schools and education 
        department towards effective 
        implementation of environment 
        and health education in schools. 

• High school students, teachers 
and school Principal  

• School Staff and senior students 
and Staff of the 30 schools 
surveyed 

• Teachers and senior students 
and school management

• Consolidate a list of EE models 
and resources in Schools.

• Results of the pre and post 
        audits of the school and the 
        draft of the report.  

• No. of issues/gaps identified 
and the recommendations for 
schools.  

How will progress be 
measured?

ACTION HOW ? WHO ? WHEN?

Target 3B– By 2022, include environment and health education compulsorily in the school curriculum beginning from 
                     elementary levels in all schools. 

Post MCOP 2, the delegates will implement part of their action plans in the upcoming months and submit a report of the impact created through it.
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CONCLUSION 
The current environmental situation demands us to include students in the conversations about sustainable 
development. The youth should be encouraged to think critically to fulfil the role of being an equal stakeholder in the 
decision-making processes and lead in this movement to protect nature. 

In order to truly tackle a problem of this size and extent, we need synergies, hence it is essential to urge students to 
break from living in silos and unite them in furthering this cause. We need students from diverse disciplines, 
backgrounds, geographies, cultures and skills to come together and explore local solutions for their regions. 

This is what MCOP2 dreamed of achieving. It successfully provided a platform to aspiring eco-warriors to interact and 
gain experience in problem-solving, negotiations and drafting achievable action plans. It gave them the opportunity 
to be inspired by and gain insights from world leaders in conservation and environmental policy-making. 

The MCOP Action Plan document is the result of this exercise, a document that succinctly illustrates SMART action 
plans to meet our targets within the stipulated timelines. These action plans focus on harnessing the power of  
individual action in transforming communities, and will go a long way in determining the future of the country. 
Along with the action plans, the delegates also pledged to change their own habits and influence their friends and 
families to commit to a more sustainable lifestyle. The MCOP2 week had truly transformed the outlook of these 
young delegates and saw them flourish to their truest potential. 

While the conference did end, the work has just begun, over the coming months these delegates would continue to 
collaborate with experts to implement their action plans as they lead us on to the journey of becoming a more 
sustainable planet.
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TESTIMONIALS 

Memories relived of how we used 
to observe and appreciate nature 
in our childhood but forgot as we 
grew. 

I want to really make my 
commitments work towards 
preserving nature. 

- Arpita, Teacher,  
  Delhi

Through the conference, I 
understood how green and 
sustainable living is vital for
the sustenance of our 
planet. 

I learned that negotiations,
listening to various views and 
effective communication are 
some of the key 21st century 
skills to bring change. 

Thank you for this 
experience, WWF 

- Arya, Delegate, 
  Karnataka 

From MCOP2, I learnt the 
importance of being active and 
very perceptive of the 
environment around us to 
understand how it works. 

Another major learning has been 
to approach every issue with self 
reflection, asking myself “what I 
can do to solve it?” instead of 
expecting change from others. 

- Madiha, Delegate, 
  Madhya Pradesh   

Through the sessions,I learnt a lot 
on consensus building, working 
on cohesion and the skill  of 
designing a smart action plan. 

I am really grateful for being a 
part of MCoP2 and shall cherish 
my time here.

- Arav, Delegate, 
  Rajasthan 

“
“

“
“
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1961

+100

+5M
+5,000

WWF was founded in 1961

WWF has over 5 million 
supporters

WWF has over 5,000
staff worldwide

WWF is in over 100 countries, 
on 6 continents


